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Car rental PragueCAR RENTAL PRAGUE


We have more than 110
cars in our car park


Google 4,9


Daily from 8:55 to 18:05

Booking from the website 24/7

Send request
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Tips



THE WORLD’S LONGEST SUSPENSION FOOTBRIDGE - Sky Bridge 721
[image: ]
Find the newly opened attraction in the Czech Republic, which is the world's longest suspension footbridge!
It's only 200 km away from Prague to the border with Poland, and you can drive it for about 2,5h by car...




Prague 1 Prohibits Night Entry to Part of the Old Town
[image: ]
Entry to a significant part of Prague's Old Town has been prohibited starting 24th of November 2023. The Prague 1 City Hall has decided to implement traffic changes to protect residents...

















Your opinion is priceless

We are proud of our customers and honest reviews of our work! 
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Glacies Eternelles s.r.o.

Car rental Prague

Pobřežní 311/1, Hilton Hotel
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Request a call
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Request a call





Name




After the call, we will send an individual offer at the specified e-mail address! 
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Leave a query
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Phone

E-mail




Message







We have special offer In case of the booking more than 30 days.
















Order cars 



Name

Phone

E-mail




Message







We have special offer In case of the booking more than 30 days.
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